
FASCINATING AND USEFUL
ART of BOOKBINDING

Table
to bind books simply

yet artistically without the ex-
pensive paraphernalia that . ex-

•pert workers'ln the craft require
Is now quite possible, and so exceed-
ingly elementary are the processes in

.use to produce the most charming gijest
books, wedding books, portfolios, kodak

"and postcard books that it .places the
work within the scope of even very
young girls. . .

Tt revives In a most acceptable wav
..the earlier forms of bookbinding, such

for example, as .the Japanese or
stabbed binding and that monastic form

• seen in the thonp bound parchments
of earlier days. These quaint styles,
when combined with modern textiles
or fabrics, decorate.] perhaps with de-
slams done In wood block printing or
hand tooling form quite a new branch
of the bookbinder'? craft and one which
appeals particularly to the dilettante in
art.

Many tr'rls like to get results quick-
ly without spending too much time on
technical ground so that to them the
lighter form of bookbinding appeals
Immensely, It presents the opportunity
of creating exceedingly; practical and
pretty articles for personal and house-
hold use after a brief course of in-
struction, and present indications show
that It promises to be a favorite Lenten
diversion this season.

In fact, many post-Easter wedding
gifts will favor this style of work.
Unique among gifts of this sort is a
wedding book which Is as novel as It
Is practical. "Bound In brown calf and
handsomely tooled, the book In reality
Is formed of a collection of envelopes.
Each leaf Is a recipe furnished by one
of the bride's friends, and as there are
90 recipes It will be seen that the
young house keeper will start for es-
tablishment with a most sensible and
ready to use cook book. It serves as a
memory book, too. for a perusal of Its
contents must always serve as a re-
minder of the friendship It represents.
Upon the outer cover, done in gold, Is
this quotation:

'They eat and drink and In com-
munion sweet quaff immortality and
Joy.". "How shall 1 bind a French novel?" is
a query often put to members of a
class. Most girls of leisure read
French extensively, and as the books,
paper covered to begin with, are poorly
bound, the covers soon become de-
tached and a substitute is required.
This is supplied by _c of the simple
hand made covers turned out by the
amateur bookbinder with no other
tools than scissors, paste pot and rule.

These covers can either be sewn or
not as one pleases. Very often they
are sewn over tapes and bound ln soft
'leather and textiles or In part leather
s and textiles.' in which case the back
will be of the former material and the
cdvers of the fabric. Japanese textiles

» are particularly attractive for this pur-
pose.

§Ht**UPPOSE, for example," says the
in explaining her meth-

« od, "we are dealing with the prob-
lems of the French novel. The first
thing to do in the matter of preparation
for a new binding is to remove the
paper cover, then snip the threads
holding the parts together if the book
is to be resewn. ,

"Remove the glue that adheres to the
back. If the pages are torn they must

be mended and the holes made by pre-

vious sewing filled up. By the way,
there ate altogether about 20 methods
of mending in use, but only two really
concern us In this sort of work.

"To fill the holes cover with split
pieces of paper, paste over and rub
down. To mend a tear select paper as
near as possible like that to be mended,
tear across and match the grain as
nearly as possible. Lap one edge, over
the other, shaving each with a sharp
knife sufficiently so that the two pieces
when pasted together will be no thicker
than the original one.

"The next step Is to collate, which
means to insure each sheet being in its
proper sequence. Unfold the sheets so
the margins are even and add new end
papers. Now 'knock up' the sections so
the tops and backs are even. Next
•mark up" for sewing, which means to

measure off the back into five parts
called panels. As a rule the bottom
panel is larger than the top. Divide
each part by a pencil line, then seW it.
In.binding of this sort no sewing frame
Is needed, the b^ok instead being placed
over the edge of a table for the con-
venience of the work. •

"Ifsewn on tapes the latter is. cut In
strips, say Aye In all. One end of each
Is pasted to the lower edge of the first
section with strong silk, the stitches
being taken through from the \u25a0 center
of each section, catching in and hold-
ing each strip of tape firmly in place.
After this the second section is added
and the same process followed and so
on until all are securely sewed.',.-'""/

"For the covers pieces are cut from
either cloth board or wood pulp, as the
case may be, two pieces for each cover,
one thick and one thin. Line the Inside
with paper to counteract the pull of
the leather and cloth cover. Now 'glue
up' the book to hold the sections to-
gether and make the book firm, prepar-
atory to binding. The Germans some-
times rub the glue Into the back with
the back of a hammer and take away

the overplus with a brush. Or it can
be applied with a brush and rubbed in
with a soft cloth. Insert the ends' of
the tapes between the two thicknesses
of either cover and paste. Cover the
boards with cloth, then paste the cloth
In the case. Dry under light pressure.'"

AS to the sort of materials which
may be used for this, elementary
form of book binding.-their name

Is legion. There are vellum, rich bro-
cade. Japanese embroidery, buckram
and many others. Some of these fab-
rics are so rich in themselves 7 that'
they require no ornamentation, but
others. like buckram and the like, form
perfect backgrounds for hand decora-
tion of one sort or another/Wood
block printing, used so extensively for

curtains, divan covers, pillows and wall
hangings, the 'method of. using which,
was described a while ago in the craft
series in our paper, offers probably the

most picturesque treatment or. all for
there are effective diapered designs,
which done in gold are simply stunning.

A Japanese stenciled design, such as
was seen applied to a portfolio of linen,

the color spaced in afterward, was
charming. Of course, it is "understood
that in the event of using the wood
block printing or stenciling the work
must be done.before binding. '•";

Of a similar character is the Japanese
wall paper, which .is sometimes, used

with . excellent results. '.11 another
form of ornamentation is that used on
a sketching portfolio, Which was cov-
ered"-with buckram and finished with
leather corners md straps fastened by
brass rivets. ,

Now that guest books form a neces-
sary part of the furnishing ot the
country house,'there,ls. an ever increas-
ing demand for novelties ,in, this line.
Those which are illuminated and bound
according to the rules' governing ex-

pert work In the craft represent a con-
siderable money value. One: of this

\u25a0

class "recently, shown at' the arts and
crafts exhibition at the National Arts
club cost "5500.

This is ail very well for a pretentious
establishment, but there are scores of.
inexpensive and equally artistic books
that can be made in simple fashion,

following the' principles of elementary
book binding, and which ' will fill the
requirements of the most fastidious.

t .- - \u25a0 •-.-..-.— ,
These may be covered, with..brocade or
tapestry, or. in fact, of any sort of ma-
terial that suggests Itself to the crafts-
woman as being suitable.

BOGUS
'paper, of which artists are

; fond, makes an admirable material
•for sketch/books. .It can.be,had at

art' stores* for a penny a sheet. One
book, the work of-a young woman art
student? was made of it and bound in

linen. Japanese .facing paper was laid
between each leaf of thebook, and this
formed ; a ; protection ;, for 'the sketches

and was an assistance "in"tracing de-
signs when desired. 7 7-
'\u25a0-Np. one ever knows what to do with
unmounted; photographs, so the kodak
hook will appeal "to all girls who have
become^.victims of the craze for. ama-
teur photography. This is made in two
styles, one after the mariner of a scrap
book, with leaves slits at the four cor-
ners, into which the photographs are to
lie slipped, or'one after : the style of a
book for newspaper clippings, with cnr
velopes without flaps. The unmounted
photos In this'case* are tucked away in
the "pockets.* to be sorted and'enjoyed
ad libitum. -• One particular style, made of trans-
parent vellum with a"'color beneath it.
is'an' especiaf favorite. The paper for
the leaves ''^nothing/but' yellow Yon
Gelde. which can" be bought for'B'cents
a' sheet-at any store" where art mate-
rials are sold. The covers are lined with
silk This represents one of the earliest
forms of bookbinding arid one still In
use by the Japanese and Chinese.

It Is Interesting to * know . that the
very earliest form of bookbinding was
that . in which.clay tiles were fastened
together With an.lron ring

r-and, kept In
a clay box made for the purpose.J The
writing was7done on'.tlie "tiles' before- > .'. •\u25a0 \u25a0 \u25a0 . . - y'-7- -'-..-\u25a0•

they were baked. This style of book*--:\u25a0'.-. .- :•\u25a0

was in use among the early Assyrians
and' Babylonians, and examples of it
may be' seen at the 'Metropolitan mu-
seum now,: which, compared with those
of a later and more enlightened period,

are exceedingly interesting.
Later on there came into use what is

called the stabbed binding. In its
earliest state-the leaves were put ito-,
gether with thongs. The sheets, mafit
double, were stabbed and laced across
the back The. writing done on one
side only. From this style they came

to.the"use of boards and the; sewing
of the sections with silk -or strong

thread. .**",

No better field of operation Is of-
fered the beginner in elementary book-
binding than that furnished by maga-
zines or newspapers. Nearly every one
has a hobby—-some especial subject she
is interested in and about which she
collects clippings. Then there is never
any good place for sheet music, odd
pieces that are in frequent'use'that
should be protected from careless
handling. : A simple, attractive binder
for this purpose is easily made, and
is a source of constant joy to the
possessor.

IT is quite Impossible to enumerate all
the materials which can be used in
binding these attractive books.

There is English chintz in numerous
designs and colorings, textiles of every
sort, tapestries, Japanese crepe, book
muslin, cotton poplin, calf, morocco,
ooze leather, embroidered Japanese
silks, label vellum and certain styles of
imported wall paper. Then there Is the
regular bookbinders' cloth in a brown
tint, buckram and so on.

In addition to the book.covers there
Is an infinite variety of fascinating
boxes that may be made following this
same instruction. As it happens, boxes
are just now a fad with girls, and In
this respect they can Indulge them-
selves to the last degree providing they

know the few, simple rules covering
their construction. One girl Is now en-
gaged .in making a shirt waist box
covered; with chintz that Is nearly as
large'as she. is. For other uses there
are. boxes for -.'jewelry, toilet lotions,
school children's » pencils, * "handker-
chiefs, gloves, etc. A jewelry box now
in'process of construction is of gray
ooze leather lined with satin, and a gift

for a" young man is a gray leather case
for a safety . razor, handsomely lined
with gray suede, inside. These are
merely suggestions of what can be and
are being made by the veriest tyros In
the- craft iafter a brief course of In-
struction and with;a few simple tools
which every girl already. knows the
use of.

Necessary Luggage for the
Week End Visit

FOR the girl at boarding school or
college there Is a delightful new
dress suit case which will hold

twice as much as the suit case she has
always used hitherto, and which, un-
less filled to the brim with books and
boots, will weigh no more than the
bag She has always carried. Made of
patent leather, like the little "week end
trunk," this new suit case is in itself
delightfully lightso that it can be well
filled with waist, gown, wrap and what-
ever else is needed for a three days'
stay, or even longer, provided there
are not too many festivities planned
for the visit.

This bag is about the length of the
average dress suit case, but about
twice as deep, and has a shallow tray
with compartments" for gloves, hand-
kerchiefs, /ells. etc. The handle Is
placed neai one side Instead of directly
In the center, so that it will be easy
to carry despite Its extra width, andtherefore, 'since it is no heavier norany more cumbersome than an or-dinary, suit case, it is already used by
many for the very shortest visits, evena one night trip: If it docs not have
to be crowded to the bursting point, so
much "the better.-for then the daintiestparty frock will rest with its covers
with as little danger of injury as in any
trunk where a gown can have a whole
tray to itself.

If it is desired to keep the luggage
in shape and the gowns from being
mussed beyond repair on each trip, the
average girl must make up her mind to
either travel with fewer of the un-
necessary garments which' she . now
takcs'onieveryvi.it.Qr else/resign her-
self to take more luggage and be at
once a less popular guest. I*arge .trunks
are no longer fashionable for visiting,
and though, for simply moving from
tot* ' house .to jcountry place; the large
trunks are essential when visiting,
two,: or twenty small'"boxes" /will be
preferred by one's hostess to one enor-
mous "Saratoga," ;;whlch demands an
express whgon, to itself, to bring up
from the station and/ which is ;; more
than likely to mar. (hi'wall paper ahd
white paint while being carried into
the house. -

The girl who has many *visits to pay

must expect the extra expense of ex-
press charges and never dream of going
to a friend's house with a trunk suf-
ficiently large to hold all the hats and
gowns necessary for the visit. "With

a small 'square patent leather trunk
for her gowns and a similar trunk for
her hats, the modern girl is equipped
for a short visit, but if more is needed she
had better add another trunk \u25a0 than
change the light little'black'-box .to':a
large one of heavier build. With these
light trunks, there is, of course, the
great advantage that frequently they
can 'be.'put on the station carriage or
automobile, and so bey at 7 the thouse
when one arrives oneself, and this
really is an advantage which "more
than makes up. for the bother of hav-
ing two trunks instead of one to-check:
and watch out for.

The week end trunk or suit case must
always stand in readiness for an hour's
start if need be, and many-busy/girls
keep this trunk always half packed so
that a sudden invitation need never be
declined for lack of time to prepare for
the* trip. In the top tray • there is a
special set of toilet articles all packed
in their individual little linen or silk
envelope cases, while even the night
dress is in Its dainty case in the, tray..
When .limed no forewarning Is
necessary, and the girl who, is.always
ready gets many, a treat that her
less quick! and less systematic- sister
forfeits.

Roth the new suit .cases. and small
week end.trunks In their smartlyshin-:-ing .coats -of,'patent leather deserve
smart Mttln^c». and to be ready for thesummer v.l&lts it .would be well. to he-
gin}at once to make; the sets of -enve-lopes of all different sizes-and shapes
for the shields, veils, stockings, gloves,
etc., which ate such a nuisance to pack
when they have\ not their own- special
place in!which to be put. There should
also be ide with these cases about
half a dozen covers tp lay over, the
gowns. These covers and cases will'becxttemely fpretty in either \u25a0 habutai silk
or fine linen, either pink 'or blue, :aspreferred, made with hand scalloped
borders and ;on ; each, case Its -purpose
written and embroidered.

HAIR ORNAMENTS FOR COLLEGE GIRLS
SIMPLICITY/*rule* ,n . the- arrange-'

ment of the hair for all younggirls!
and while the braid or twist 1- still

tied with ribbons, no further adornment
must be contemplated. For the college
girl, however, and, a girl at,, her. first
college "prom" there, are some novel
ornamentations of ribbon and flowers
that are delightfully simple and girlish
in effect, and- sure to*be ' becoming if
carefully adjusted. Most, of these orna-
ments a girl can easily fashion for her-
self. ', " .-' '• : • .

With the hair worn in a Grecian knot
at the back of the head, a flat band of
velvet ribbon about two Inches in width
held 'firm.by fine; wire and finished at
each cUd with a little cluster of-tiny
rosebuds or of forget me nots; will- be
extremely y pretty. - A piece of 'ribbon
about" half a yard long Is needed 7 for
this; ornament for* it .does : not entirely
encircle < the .knot, but Is; pinned to .the
hair with . the flowers on the right side,
slightly7higher,: up on the -head and
more to, the : front than; the flowers,on
the left side, which are fastened*; in
close against .the knot.^__PH__S-_-_-_Wi_l

. Velvet; ribbon is generally , more "be-
coming; in the hair than satin. and ' taf-
feta, but If the.right-color for the dress
can not "be found in velvet; of course
the others will serve. . This/ornament

-will probably be more;effective carried
out in. two light shades'than if.both
flowers and ribbon exactly match." with
a gown of pale blue trimmed with arti-
ficial flowers'the velvet is best in blue,
with the (lowers the same 7as ; those
adorning the gown," but, character is
often given to^a frock of pale shade
by the deep, lone of the same color;in
the, hair ornament. , For. a girl * with
light hair a pale green '.velvet ribbon.'
with clusters at ...each .end;of- deep pink
moss roses, will terming with any
one pt .her evening frowns., -White in
the hair'is, seldom effective even with
brilliant,brunette coloring, and if white
is needed to"carry out the design; of the*
dress , then, it must-* be: relieved .. by
flowers of some, soft tone or else with
a'touch- of 'green. ..... . 7 •*'\u25a0 7

, | Until a girl is 'out" she is not: sup-
posed .to wear, gowns with spangled
trimming or hair : ornaments; sparkling
with • -tones, ibut, there are. .some
braids formed of,rows of glass beads or
crystals which when wired are yinost
effective in the hair and really not in-
appropriate.for.the college girl.* Three-
quarters of,a yard of a one inch braid
ofahis ;"descriptionfwill make a pretty
band to place about the knot.-The wire,
should not be; sewed ! straight along
each edge., which would only cause the
beads, to fold over ;each other, but

should run 'diagonal!*? back/and.7forth
across the under .side.of.the. brttfcl."-In
some braids this 'method of -stitching
the wire will -form -little \u25a0 points or
spikes at regular Intervals which Will
make the band doubly attractive. \u25a0\u25a0 •77,-

These bead braids can be; purchased
in almost any /color • desired, or at )any
rate .canrbe; found with some beads inthesign that will be of correct color
for.the.gown.- .-\u25a0-:'iX.:>,

11l the method of arranging the hair
at; the; present ,day there is a deplorable
untidiness that every girl should strive
to overcome. It is all .very well for the
hair to be soft and loose;about the face,
but, ; this should not _necessitate 1long
strands , of hair fallingqdown lover.-,theeyes, in a way which suggests, nothing
but a/Skye terrier puppy, who tat 7 least
lias the /excuse, that the. light, would
blind him without ;" his; protection. , if
this fashion persists.much longer there
Is every likelihood of its adherents soonhaving to he led I about'by.'.a 7 leading
string themselves, so little of their waycan:: they see through their - browsy
locks. Really :it; is possible/ to "arrange
the hair in "a manner/that", is at once
neat yet becoming, with the aid of a few
"invisible" hair pins, to pin up eachseparate.hair, if necessary and keep] it
from quite disfiguring the" pretty shape
of the forehead and temples. ' ."

THE CARE OF PETS
WHEN a young girl passes the joy-

ous time of playing": with dolls
\u25a0there is perhaps nothing that sc

completely rfills' the >gap they " leave,ln
her heart as an attractive little pet. it
does not really -matter whether, the;pe.t
is a- white; kitten. which', she can ' Jeco-,
rate with a. blue ribbon, a jaunty;.Pom-
eranian that she can teach to do tricks
or a canary bird that ..will!sing bllthly,
In a'gllded rage. •, The real pleasure is
not in the kind of a, pet a. girl owns,
but in "the lac*, of having ! one : for4 her-
self exclusively*. and " >t being respon-
sible Its dally.wejfare..' '\u0084

As a rule young girls' take excellent
care of their pets. They study 7 them
scientifically/, being at; the , same ; time
their doctors and their nurses. They
are also"' very ..nick to see their good
points.'- Several; have* indeed 'given;evl-/
derlce that they/were capable judges at
d'ogand cat'shows when "sortie/mooted
point "was'argued-against their; favor-
ites carrying-off, the prizes.".'.\u25a0"\u25a0 / '\u25a0'.'
7 Young girls follow most enthusiasti-

cally the fashion in pets. At .present
the 'Angora' cat has a rebound to favor.

and It :is heard'.on!.ail sides that the
intelligence of. this pretty.'creature. has
been greatly underestimated. One girl
has trained her~cat to do.various tricks,
a, task requiring infinite patience,'since
tabby, would rather? sleep-in",- the sun
than! jump,through, a 7 hoop.; hung with
tinkling bells. This particular cat
Is a r great "climber. It walks, up the
back of the chairs m which Its mis-
tress sits, perch. itself on'-'the top
and looks.over her shoulder as,wiselv
as an old owl. r,_. •

• All,cats., moreover.-.are so dainty in
their habits -that, it. is possible to keep
them •in city; apartments, and -places
Avhered(iss

(
.miKl|t be a nuisance.; •-•\u25a0 \u25a0

:;:, Bird* are also desirable pets ;- for
young girls who live in restricted quar-
ters, in the city. Bullfinches: and par-
rots seem/ to be the kinds most de-
sired jat '.present,7,. although they, Tare'
both such costly birds that .'all cannot
enjoy their possession. ,A>, bullfinch
that whistles :two; tunes ,will be, worth
about $80. while- gray African parrots
that talk volubly are . .often; held -'as
high as $500.

As one miss is strong on the intel-

ligence, of her Angora cat so, another
has found a bullfinch very companion-
able and capable -of."-'-showing her
marked affection.. This bird \u25a0intact'ljnows her 'voice and .'- invarlabiv'calls
to her ; when she enters a;« room. : \ther .-.request lie .willybegin to .whistleone of the tunes that have been.*taught
him by. a cobbler In; permanv. 7She

\u25a0 r lt is ; a/good '*thing for young girls'
to love and -to understand their pets,
not from a sentimental standpoint only.
but /because; the knowledge : may-some
day -be turned to account, " -.**\u25a0 ,
.A. small, so, called ,Pomeraalan7farm

is owned and run by,a;young/girl "andshe /.raises "many .-.'dogs ; that; she. sells
later at astonishingly high prices This
farm" is .a short distance away from
the', metropolis and can be-reached? by
a > trolley car,/; It is7 therefore within
:reach of the most extensive clog mar-
ket >-In '. America, and : the:* one where

highest prices/are commanded. The
venture lias- been a success! because^in
the beginning the? girl*loved dogs, and
also;- because she studied ": them * scien-
tifically before she ' put '-her -\u25a0' project
into operation! , . ;• \u25a0.* y ..

Social Amenities for the
School Girl

THAT
girls, ; good breeding will

conduct themselves becomingly in
public places seems*' a matter of

course, and*.yet. the manners of many
ypung girls one sees about leave much
to be desired.

In streetcars they are.sometimes un-
pleasantly, conspicuous through their
heedlessness of what Is good form.
They wilt noisily dispute with one an-
other .when* several are-together as. to
which is to pay the fare or which one is
to take the only vacant seat, and loudly

chatter/all, the: time like little ; magpies,
only magpies, as far as known, do not
giggle, and girls of this"type, alas! do.

Girls who go' about under the escort

of/a? maid never should pay the car-
fares,- for it Is the maid's duty, to look
after the money/ being 'provided. for
this purpose; before .'leaving home. Some
mothers/ require the maid to keep car-

? re .'.. accounts, 'giving her "a certain
amount a"week to draw on. This saves
having, to 'think of it each time/and
keeps the maid provided with funds in

case-she takes her young mistress out
unexpectedly.'' ':^_____ffi&___jS_______3_S£m_l_3B
v.'jlf you are accompanying a girl friend
escorted by a maid the correct.thing for
you to do is to pay your own fare, un-
less you are a guest, when.' of course, the
maid pay's it. When you are out with a
chaperon:she pays the fares, and when
;your;'are', taking a' girl friend out you
pay; the• fare,f justias .she-pays it when
youy are.Jier? guest. •. When *a "group of
girl? 'are out" together ; tirichaperone'd
and .no-' one Of them-'ls-a7: hostess; each
girl should pay.her own fare-\-'.-.lUhesc'
are :1a ws'.'of *social ?u^age7 whic-hTshould
be clearly understoodso clearly,;indeed.
that no question arises in the cap where
the persistent wrangling over the mat-;
ter now .heard •at* times should: be abso-
lutely done away with ;> .
ii/Jlme.',Grundy, -permits-"-girls..-» to - go
about with their .young:, men relatives,
who. as escorts.'are?prlvlledged? to pay-
car fares. 71 Never question . this ';. privi-
lege qr'."get'out your purse,, to. pay your-
self/in ;these ;circumstances, unless? you
wish 10, display"*? shocking /ignorance '-of
eticiuette. But; if you shave, a: casual en-
counter -on? a" car with »a*'young?, man
friend you must inot permit ; him *to pay

Jour fare. He may possibly board a
car just as you do. or he may be within
when/you enter. In the first Instance
he will naturally sit with you if he
can. and In the second case he will rise '
to give yon his seat. Accept it grace-
fully> .and mi no account say. "Oh.
don't rise." Such a request is to protest
against, his chivalry, and in all their
Intercourse .with' young men, girls
should, encourage chivalry in every
form.

But whether? the young man sits be-
sides you or whether you take his sea ,
he must not, in these circumstances •*----.. - \u25a0

chance encounter, pay your fare. Shouia
hie offer to do so, a* is quite likely, you
must decline to allow it. Get your
p)ims_i_„_wP i _i.isi||s is_ T ii. Tiihiiiiiimi HBlTsj— Pw '_ irfij \u25a0\u25a0'r mm
own fare out at once and make him
see. ,if he Is so rude* as to be urgent,
that his persistence -is objectionable to
you.

By practicing a little thoughtfulness

girls can.be very charming, in ; street-
cars, where the opportunities of relin-
quishing one's seat to those less able to

stand are?many. Every one admires the
girl who rises ,to give her seat to an
older woman, or ;to a feeble man,. or to
a woman of any.'age carrying a child In
her-arms./. It*is attractive,? too, when ; agirl;\u25a0 moves up to make room' 'for an-
other passenger, or when room' is' made
for her. and she shows her appreciation
by a smiling "Thank:you," audibly ,'ex-
pressed. ;- There .'are . certain established rules
for getting on ami, off or cars which
should be/remembered in order to*avoid
confusion For instance, you should
board a,car, ahead,of our maid, but she
should get; off7first7in: order to assistyou! or>to stand 1guard over you - whileyou alight. "The: same rule applies toyour, young men.escorts. Do not start
out of at car ahead; of your escort, butallow, him Tto lead and alight first,:when
he will in a position to assist. It is
,not goodlform for : him':to',take you,by
the arm or to touch vim . any wav asyou get \u25a0 "off, but if it la slippery", or. for!any.-other reason/you!heed assistance,-
he holds • out a .crooked *arm; as a prop
and you put your :hand!on it to steady
you while alighting.' . \u25a0

\u25a0
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